One practical advantage of computerized adaptive testing (CAT) is that they can be administered on a flexible schedule rather than at fixed times. The convenience and flexibility for examinees, however, may severely compromise test security if item exposure is not well controlled. To date, item exposure rate and test overlap rate are two indices commonly used to track item exposure in CATs (Way, 1998) . Despite the importance of both indices in tracking item exposure control, most research to date has focused on item exposure control at the individual item level only. Based on the relationship between the two indices observed in Chen, Ankenmann, and Spray (in press), test overlap rate can be controlled exactly via the mean and variance of the item exposure rates. The mean of the item exposure rates is equal to the fixed test length divided by the item pool size and remains a constant in most testing programs. Thus, the variance of the item exposure rates would be crucial in determining the test overlap rate.
